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Abstract: We propose a new framework for explaining the proximity of the baryon and
dark matter relic densities ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB. The scenario assumes that the number density
of the observed dark matter states is generated due to decays from a second hidden sec-
tor which simultaneously generates the baryon asymmetry. In contrast to asymmetric dark
matter models, the dark matter can be a real scalar or Majorana fermion and thus presents
distinct phenomenology. We discuss aspects of model building and general constraints in this
framework. Moreover, we argue that this scenario circumvents several of the experimental
bounds which significantly constrain typical models of asymmetric dark matter. We present
a simple supersymmetric implementation of this mechanism and show that it can be used to
obtain the correct dark matter relic density for a bino LSP.
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1 Introduction
The matter of the observable universe, the visible sector, exhibits a rich structure of interact-
ing states and, a priori, one might expect that the dark matter (DM) can be part of an equally
complicated (set of) hidden sector(s). Such a suggestion is not implausible from a UV per-
spective as, for example, it has been argued that the topological complexity of generic string
theory compactifications result in multiple hidden sectors sequestered from the visible sector
[1]. In this context it is quite conceivable that exchanges between dark and visible sectors
can have cosmological consequences (beyond the usual moduli problem) and this reasoning
motivates us to propose a new mechanism for cogenerating the DM relic density ΩDM and
baryon density ΩB in such a way that the close coincidence ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB is explained without
necessarily resorting to the assumption that that the DM itself carries a particle-antiparticle
asymmetry.
Hidden sectors can readily accommodate large CP violation which can lead to asymme-
tries in hidden sector states, for instance, via analogues of traditional baryogenesis mecha-
nisms. If this asymmetry is transferred to the visible sector then it can generate the baryon
asymmetry and thus set the present day baryon density [2]. In the new framework presented
here the interplay between two hidden sectors, connected via a weak trisector coupling involv-
ing the visible sector, is used to explain the coincidence of cosmological densities ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the three sectors connected via a weak trisector interaction λXζΦ, where Φ
is some Standard Model singlet operator involving Standard Model states which violates B − L.
An asymmetry in some approximately conserved quantum number is generated in a hidden
genesis sector resulting in an asymmetry between a state X and its anti-partner X. The
genesis sector then evolves such that the symmetric component of X annihilates away and
the abundance of X is set by the asymmetry. Subsequently, the asymmetric component of
X decays to the visible sector and a second hidden sector, the relic sector, in a manner that
cogenerates the DM and the baryon asymmetry. This scenario is illustrated schematically
in Fig. 1. Since the mechanism proposed here occurs after the genesis of a hidden sector
asymmetry, and the DM and baryon asymmetry are due to energy leaving the genesis sector,
we refer to this mechanism as exodus.
The mechanism presented here is related to models of asymmetric DM [2–5] and shares
some features in common with Hylogenesis [5], DM assimilation [6], and other scenarios
involving meta-stable states decaying to DM and baryons [7] or multiple sectors [8]. However,
the construction and phenomenology of the exodus framework is quite distinct, and, notably,
unlike existing models our mechanism allows the generation of self-adjoint or asymmetric
DM, whilst simultaneously explaining the coincidence ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB. In particular, we shall
argue that this framework provides a new possibility for obtaining the correct DM relic
density composed of (nearly) pure bino LSP, a scenario which is generally not viable in the
conventional freeze-out picture.
This paper is structured as follows, we first provide an overview of the mechanism and
discuss the general requirements for connecting ΩDM and ΩB in this model. Subsequently,
we present a specific example in which we use this mechanism to obtain the correct DM relic
density for a bino LSP in Sect. 3. We then generalise this specific implementation to explore
some general aspects of model building and, outline some variant models involving L-violating
portal operators and asymmetric DM in Sect. 4. Finally, in the concluding remarks we discuss
some of the benefits of the exodus mechanism over asymmetric DM models.
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2 Outline of the exodus mechanism
In the framework proposed here the observed DM relic density ΩDM is due to an abundance
of stable states ζ in the relic sector. The genesis sector features large C- and CP-violating
processes and appropriate out-of-equilibrium dynamics (therefore satisfying the Sakharov
conditions [9]) which results in a sizeable asymmetry between the states X and X, with some
approximately conserved quantum number which we denote X . The state X transforms
under the DM stabilising symmetry, but mζ < mX and the X do not comprise the present
day DM relic density. The state X can decay to ζ, however, only via a suppressed intersector
interaction, which violates X and B (and/or L) but conserves some combination of these
quantum numbers, e.g. B − L +X . For this mechanism to link Ωζ and ΩB there are are
three general requirements which must be satisfied:
• The intersector coupling must be sufficiently small that decays of X do not occur until
after the symmetric component of X has been removed via pair annihilation.
• The number density of DM states nζ in the relic sector is due only to decays of the
residual asymmetric component of X via the trisector coupling, i.e. nζ
∣∣
initial
' 0.
• The relic DM produced via X decays must be entirely responsible for the DM relic
density, and not due to thermally produced DM from heating of the relic sector.
These conditions ensure that the baryon asymmetry and the DM number density are linked
nζ ∝ nb−b, as we will discuss in detail below. We assume that the initial abundance of DM
states ζ is negligible, perhaps due to preferential inflaton decay [10] which results in the relic
sector reheating to a temperature lower than mζ (alternative scenarios could be envisaged).
This type of cold hidden sector is similar to that considered in models of freeze-in production
of DM [4, 11]. Importantly the temperature must be significantly lower that mζ to ensure
that the tail of the thermal distribution does not populate ζ. For the case of weak-scale ζ
self-interactions this translates into the requirement that TRHrelic . mζ/25 for X decays to be
solely responsible for the DM relic density.
Immediately after the X -genesis in the hidden sector (shaded red in Fig. 2) there is
no asymmetry in B or L, the number density of X is set by the asymmetry in X and
nζ , nX ≈ 0. At a later time the X states decay via the trisector coupling producing the
DM and an asymmetry in the visible sector which sets the baryon asymmetry (green in
Fig. 2). As the temperature drops below the baryon mass (∼ 1 GeV) the baryon number
density becomes suppressed and reveals the baryon asymmetry inherited from the genesis
sector (blue in Fig. 2). We study the Boltzmann equations which describe the asymmetry
transfer in the Appendix A.
The decay of the asymmetric component of X from the genesis sector is solely via the
trisector interaction λXζΦ, for Φ some Standard Model (SM) singlet operator involving SM
states which violates B − L. For preferential inflationary reheating to occur the sectors
must be only feebly coupled to each other and consequently, we expect the coefficient of the
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Figure 2. Log plot illustrating the cosmological history, it shows (schematically) particle yields Y ≡ nS ,
where S is the entropy density, against x ∝ T−1. Black, red and blue solid lines give, respectively,
the yields for X, the baryons and the relic DM ζ (antiparticles shown dashed). The red shaded region
indicates where the X density becomes dominated by the asymmetry, the green region highlights the
decays of X and subsequent generation of DM and visible sector asymmetry. In blue is shown the
mass threshold of protons past which their number density is Boltzmann suppressed and the baryon
density is set by the asymmetry.
intersector coupling λ to be small. In many realisations the operator XζΦ has high mass
dimension and the effective coupling is set by the inverse power of some mass scale M , for
example 1
M3
Xζucdcdc.
One of the main factors upon which the phenomenology of these models depends is
whether the DM particle ζ carries X number. If ζ does not carry X then it can be self-
adjoint state (a real scalar or Majorana fermion), thus resulting in symmetric DM. In this
case DM annihilations are possible and can lead to indirect detection signals with annihilation
profiles. On the other hand, if ζ is non-self-adjoint (a Dirac fermion or complex scalar), with
non-zero X number, then these states will inherit the asymmetry of the genesis sector, like
the baryons, resulting in asymmetric DM.
2.1 Lifetime constraints
To explain the comparable sizes of the cosmic relic densities Ωζ/ΩB ≈ 5 via the exodus
mechanism it is required that theX asymmetry alone be responsible for the DM relic density.
Consequently we require that the symmetric component annihilates within the lifetime of X.
Here we calculate the minimum lifetime of X required such that decays of the X states
occur only after the symmetric component is removed via pair annihilation. The X and X
could annihilate to either light hidden sector states which do not carry X , and subsequently
redshift away the energy density, or to visible sector states which thermalise before Big Bang
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Figure 3. Log plot showing (schematically) Y against x ∝ T−1. The left panel shows the case where
freeze-out happens before the critical temperature, consequently, the asymmetry does not set the final
density of X and is comparable to the X density. Whereas in the right panel, freeze-out happens
(just) after the critical temperature and thus YX is set by the asymmetry and YX  YX .
nucleosynthesis (BBN). In order for the symmetric component of X to be sufficiently depleted
it is necessary that the XX annihilations do not freeze-out too quickly, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
At high temperatures the X and X are in thermal equilibrium with the other states of
the genesis sector and when the temperature of the genesis sector Tgen drops below the mass
of X the number densities of these states decrease exponentially (provided mX > |µX |)
neqX =
(
mXTgen
2pi
)3/2
e
−mX−µX
Tgen , neq
X
=
(
mXTgen
2pi
)3/2
e
−mX+µX
Tgen . (2.1)
However, once the interaction rate falls below the Hubble rate H the XX annihilations freeze-
out and their co-moving number densities plateau. The temperature at which annihilations
freeze-out T
(FO)
gen can be determined by adapting a standard calculation [12], which gives the
following criteria
mX
T
(FO)
gen
H
(
T (FO)gen
)
∼
(
T (FO)gen
)3
ηX σ , (2.2)
where σ is the annihilation cross section and, introducing ∆X ≡ YX − YX in terms of the
yields Yi ≡ ni/S, the particle asymmetry is defined ηX ≡ (S/nγ) ∆X , for S the entropy
density and nγ the photon number density; note S/nγ ≈ 7. For clarity in this section we shall
work only in terms of ηX . Using the standard definition H(T ) =
1.66
√
g∗T 2
MPl
, where
√
g∗ are
the number of relativistic degrees of freedom and MPl = 1.2× 1019 GeV is the Planck mass,
we solve eq. (2.2) to obtain an expression for the freeze-out temperature
T (FO)gen ∼
√
1.66
√
g∗mX
MPlηX σ
. (2.3)
Next we calculate the critical temperature T
(C)
gen for which the number density of X states
becomes primarily due to the asymmetry, or equivalently the temperature at which Y eq
X
 YX .
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For concreteness we shall insist that Y eq
X
< ηX /100. The critical temperature below which
this depletion of the symmetric component is achieved is a function of the DM mass. The
number density for states with an asymmetry is given by [12]
neq
X
∼ m
3
X
ηX
e
− 2mX
Tgen , (2.4)
and we use S = 2pi
2
45 g
S∗ T 3 to express the depletion condition as follows
Y eq
X
∼ 2pi
2
45
gS∗
(
T
(C)
gen
)3
m3X
ηX
e
− 2mX
T
(C)
gen =
ηX
100
. (2.5)
In Fig. 4 we plot the critical temperature T
(C)
gen necessary for sufficient annihilation of the
symmetric component against mX , taking ηX = 6.2×10−10, equal to the baryon asymmetry.
In the case that the genesis sector is radiation dominated,1 time can be related to temperature
via t ∼ 1/H(T ) ∼ MPl/√ρ and we can re-express the critical temperature T (C)gen in terms of
the minimum time t∗ required to adequately deplete the symmetric component
t∗ ∼ MPl
1.66
√
g∗ T 2vis
∼ 10−6 s
(
R
1
)2 (GeV
T
(C)
gen
)2
, (2.6)
where R = Tvis/Tgen is the quotient of the temperatures of the genesis and visible sector.
In many constructions it is reasonable to assume that in the early universe the genesis
sector and visible sector were in thermal equilibrium, before later decoupling. In this case the
thermal evolution of the genesis and visible sectors may be very similar and we can compare
the critical temperature T
(C)
gen to important thresholds in the visible sector, such as Big Bang
nuclearsynthesis (BBN) and the electroweak phase transition (EWPT), as is shown in Fig. 4.
Of course, if the genesis sector and visible sector are not in thermal equilibrium in the early
universe, or evolve very differently after decoupling, then the critical temperature can not be
readily compared with visible sector milestones.
To demonstrate that viable models can be constructed we must compare the X lifetime
to the minimum time required to annihilate the symmetric component. For simplicity, let
us examine the lifetime of the X states, assuming decays via a renormalisable operator with
coupling constant λ to a two-body final state
τX = Γ
−1
X ' 1× 10−4 s
(
10−10
λ
)2(
10 GeV
mX
)
. (2.7)
In several scenarios X decays to a multi-body final state via a high dimension operator dressed
by the reciprocal of an appropriate scale M , this leads to additional phase space suppression
1The time-temperature relationship for matter-dominance is of the form t ∼ H−1 ∼ MPl√
ρ
(1 + z)−3/2 where
z is the redshift. For simplicity we shall assume a radiation dominated genesis sector henceforth.
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Figure 4. The critical temperature T
(C)
gen , below which the symmetric component of X states is
sufficiently depleted, for varying mX , with ηX = 6.2 × 10−10. In the simplest scenarios the genesis
and visible sectors are in thermal equilibrium and we indicate the temperature at BBN (red dashed)
and EWPT (green dashed) for this case.
of ΓX and the coupling λ should be replaced by a ratio of scales, parametrically, (mX/M)
n
for a 4 + n dimensional operator.
To construct a proof of principle, let us assume that the temperatures of the visible and
genesis sectors are equal and evolve together Tvis = Tgen. The minimum time required to
sufficiently deplete the symmetric component t∗ is given by eq. (2.6), with R = 1. Further,
from inspection of Fig. 4, the critical temperature is T
(C)
gen ∼ mX30 and thus parametrically
t∗ ∼ 10−5
(
10 GeV
mX
)2
s . (2.8)
Comparing with eq. (2.7) we conclude that viable models, with τX > t∗, can be constructed.
2.2 Constraints on energy injection
In order for the exodus mechanism to set the relic density rather than the conventional
freeze-out mechanism it is required that the number density of the relic DM nζ is entirely
due to decays of X states. It is important that the temperature of the relic sector remains
lower than mζ such that the DM can not be thermally produced. Note that the requirement
Trelic  mζ < mX implies that, for there to be initially a thermal distribution of X states, the
reheat temperature of the X sector must be significantly higher than the relic sector, which
could be due to preferential inflaton decay. Crucially, if the temperature of the relic sector is
raised due to energy injection to the point that the exponential tail of the DM distribution is
populated, then freeze-out of this thermally produced DM will likely dominate over the DM
component produced via X decays and thus ruin the exodus mechanism. If one assumes that
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the ζ have weak-scale self-interactions, then to avoid populating the tail of the distribution
it is required that Trelic . mζ/25. Note that changes in the interaction strength will only
lead to logarithmic deviations in the temperature bound. Additionally, a weaker requirement
is that the three sectors should not equilibrate, in which case we expect a negligible X relic
density which will disrupt the relationship ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB.
Consider the non-relativistic decays X → ζb, for some final state b carrying baryon
number B = 1. In order to satisfy the requirement that Trelic . mζ/25 it must be that the
X decay products have non-relativistic momenta and, working in this regime, we calculate
the temperature of the relic sector after energy injection from the genesis sector T
(∞)
relic . The
temperature of the ζ final states is related to the average kinetic energy
3
2
kBT
(∞)
relic = 〈KE〉 =
〈p2ζ〉
2mζ
. (2.9)
We calculate 〈p2ζ〉 working consistently in the non-relativistic approximation, from which the
constraint T
(∞)
relic . mζ/25 can be recast in terms of the masses
T
(∞)
relic
mζ
' m
2
X − (mb +mζ)2
6m2ζ
. 1
25
. (2.10)
In the simplest scenarios we expect that mζ ∼ 5 GeV and mb ' 1 GeV in order to explain
ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB and substituting values for mb and mζ , the equality of eq. (2.10) reduces to
T
(∞)
relic
GeV
'
( mX
6 GeV
)2 − 1 . (2.11)
For which the constraint T
(∞)
relic . mζ/25 places an upper bound on mX . 6.5 GeV. In a wide
range of scenarios there is sufficient freedom to choose the relative sizes of mζ and mX and
thus viable models can be constructed.
3 Exodus in the MSSM
Prior to considering more general implementations, we first present a simple supersymmetric
realisation which offers a resolution to the well known problem of obtaining the correct relic
abundance for (nearly) pure bino DM. Notably, the bino generally falls foul of relic density
constraints since its annihilation cross section is p-wave suppressed. However, in the exodus
mechanism the relic density is not set by the annihilation cross section and the bino can
provide a viable DM candidate. In this section we consider an implementation of the exodus
framework in which the MSSM is appended with a genesis sector, we will not provide a full
description of this sector, but we assume that it contains a SM singlet chiral superfield X
which carries a conserved quantum number X = 1 with a particle-antiparticle asymmetry.
If the inflaton decays preferentially to the genesis sector, it is conceivable that the reheat
temperature of the genesis sector could be much higher than the visible sector TRHvis  TRHgen .
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If the reheat temperature of the visible sector is lower than the mass of the lightest super-
symmetric particle then (initially) there will be no abundance of R-parity, Rp, odd states.
Moreover, if the genesis sector is heated to temperature greater than the lightest Rp odd state
in the genesis sector, then visible sector superpartners can be generated through the decays
from the genesis sector. This realises the exodus mechanism with the set of Rp odd states
identified with the relic sector and where the reheat temperatures of the relic and visible
sectors are equal.
Little is known about the reheat temperature of the universe after inflation apart from
that it should be higher than the temperature of BBN (few MeV). In order to construct a
viable model of bino DM via exodus production we require that the following hierarchy is
respected
TRHvis  mLSP < mX < TRHgen . (3.1)
This ensures that the bino is not thermally produced (as discussed in Sect. 2.2) and that there
is initially a thermal abundance of X states. In minimal models we expect that mLSP ∼ 5 GeV
in order to explain ΩLSP ≈ 5ΩB and thus we require TRHvis < mLSP/25 ∼ 200 MeV. For a
5 GeV neutralino LSP to be phenomenologically viable the state must be essentially purely
bino in order to avoid direct production limits and invisible quarkonium decays [13]. Aspects
of light bino phenomenology has been studied in [6, 14].
The temperature of the early universe was certainly in excess of a few MeV at some
stage, as a colder universe would alter the relative abundance of nucleons and deviations
in these quantities are very restricted [15]. There are two possible cosmological histories
which could be realised in this model depending on the reheat temperature of the visible
sector. In order to avoid observable deviations from BBN predications we require that either
TRHvis > few MeV or, if T
RH
vis . MeV, that the energy injection due to X decays must be
sufficient to raise the temperature of the visible sector such that primordial nucleons are
destroyed (Tvis & 100 MeV), otherwise there is a risk that the experimentally verified ratios
of nucleons may be disrupted. In the latter scenario, the requirement that energy injection
heats the visible sector to TRHvis  1 MeV, combined with the condition that the energy
injection must not lead to thermal bino production, results in a window for viable models
and allows predictive scenarios to be constructed. Referring to the calculation of Sect. 2.2,
the temperature of the bino DM generated through X decays for a 5 GeV bino LSP is
parametrically T
(∞)
vis ∼
(
(mX/6 GeV)
2 − 1) GeV and, for an appropriate value of mX , X
decays are sufficient to heat the visible sector to Tvis & 100 MeV.
Additionally, it must be that the X states generally decay well before the universe cools
to T ∼MeV and that there are very few residual X decays after this point, since injection of
hadronic energy during BBN is greatly constrained [15]. Suppose that the exodus mechanism
proceeds via the portal operator jkXU iDjDk, where i, j, k are generation indices. Under
the generalised definition of R-parity, Rp = (−1)2s+3(B−L+X ), the X scalar (denoted φX) is
Rp odd. The asymmetric component of the hidden sector state φX decays via a dimension five
B-violating interaction producing an (off-shell) squark which subsequently decays to the bino
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Figure 5. A bino LSP provides good candidate for exodus dark matter.
LSP, as shown in Fig. 5. Note that this is the lowest dimension B-violating trisector portal
operator which can be constructed. The decay width due to this interaction is parametrically
ΓX ∼ λ
2g′2
m4q˜
∆7
512pi5
1
M2
, (3.2)
where ∆ ≡ mX −mLSP −mb, the baryonic decay product has mass mb ' 1 GeV, and the
operator jkXU iDjDk is dressed by the scale M in the Lagrangian. Therefore typically the
size for the decay width is
ΓX ∼ 10−22 GeV
(
∆
5 GeV
)7(1.5 TeV
mq˜
)4(λ
1
)2(104 GeV
M
)2
, (3.3)
which corresponds to a lifetime τX ∼ 10−2 s, with the indicated choices of parameters, and
thus models is which the X states decay before BBN can be constructed. Note that here the
B-violating operator is suppressed by a scale M ∼ 10 TeV and therefore we do not expect
collider constraints on this contact operator. Furthermore, order of magnitude changes in
scale M can be accommodated given O(1) changes in ∆.
4 Generalised models of exodus
There are a myriad of implementations for the general exodus framework, we shall give a
flavour of the possibilities and demonstrate that interesting models can be constructed.
4.1 B-violating exodus
First we consider generalisations of Sect. 3, in which the baryon asymmetry and the DM
relic density are cogenenerated via exodus. The most straightforward manner in which to
achieve this is to assume that the X decay to states carrying baryon number in the visible
sector. In the SM the lowest dimension gauge invariant B-violating operator is ucdcdc and
a possible trisector portal operator is 1
M3
Xζucdcdc where X is a complex scalar or Dirac
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fermion carrying X = 1 and the DM ζ is a Majorana fermion or real scalar. This operator
conserves B−L+X , whilst violating B andX separately. Decays via this operator produce
anti-neutrons X → ζn0 and it is appropriate to rewrite the operator as a normalisable term
in the effective low energy Lagrangian
Leff ⊃ λ
(
ΛQCD
M
)3
Xζn0 , (4.1)
where ΛQCD ' 200 MeV is the QCD scale and λ is a dimensionless constant.
As discussed in the previous section, there are strong bounds on hadronic decays during
BBN and thus first we wish to ascertain the parameter range in which the X states decay
well before BBN. In minimal models in which X has chargeX = 1, to explain Ωζ/ΩB ≈ 5 we
require that the DM mass is mζ ∼ 5 GeV. If the genesis sector state carries large (fractional)
X number then the mass of the DM state ζ can be raised (lowered) and still account for
the coincidence of relic densities. For simplicity, and to demonstrate that viable models can
be constructed, let us assume that the genesis sector and the visible sector maintain roughly
the same temperature.2 In this case the condition that XX annihilations freeze-out after the
abundance is set by the asymmetry is encapsulated in Fig. 4, observe that formX ∼ 5−10 GeV
the freeze-out temperature is required to be lower than T
(C)
gen . 250 MeV. Comparing with
the freeze-out temperature, given in eq. (2.3),
T (FO)gen ∼ 10−4 GeV
(
1 GeV−2
σ
)1/2 ( mX
10 GeV
)1/2
, (4.2)
and we note that for an appropriate value of the XX annihilation cross section that freeze-out
will occur well after the symmetric component of X has annihilated. To ensure that the X
states decay before BBN, but after the symmetric component has annihilated, its lifetime
must lie in the range 10−5 s < τX < 1 s, where we have used eq. (2.6) to convert between
temperature and time. The lifetime for X decaying via X → ζn0, as given in eq. (2.7), is
τX ∼ 10−2s
(
10−2
λ
)2(
10 GeV
mX
)(
105
ΛQCD/M
)6
. (4.3)
Thus viable models of ζ DM using the portal operator Xζucdcdc can be constructed.
4.2 L-violating exodus
An alternative approach to using a hidden sector particle asymmetry to directly generate
the baryon asymmetry, is to first induce an asymmetry in lepton number above the EWPT
and subsequently, sphaleron processes will transfer this asymmetry to baryon number [16].
The SM singlet, Rp-violating portal operator XζLH which conserves B−L+X provides a
possible candidate for the trisector operator. The exodus mechanism can then be implemented
2If the genesis sector is cooler than the visible sector, the X states are Boltzmann suppressed earlier and
their number density is depleted more quickly, which leads to a larger allowed parameter space.
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Figure 6. Radiatively generated X -violating mass for X due to Majorana neutrino mass insertion.
via the following process X → νhζ (or similar). Similar to the B-violating exodus scenario,
the XX annihilation cross section must be sufficiently large that the symmetric component
is depleted before XX annihilations freeze-out and also before the X states decay. Moreover,
for this sharing to be successful decays of X to leptons must occur prior to the EWPT and
thus requires that τX . 10−10 s. This can result in tension between the requirement for X
to decay promptly and yet be sufficiently long-lived that the symmetric component of X is
adequately depleted. In particular, if the visible sector and genesis sector have comparable
temperatures then, by comparison with Fig. 4, in order for the symmetric component to be
removed before the EWPT (Tvis ∼ 100 GeV) the X states must have mX & 5 TeV. We
compare this to the lifetime of X as given by eq. (2.7)
τX ' 2× 10−11 s
(
10−8
λ
)2(
5 TeV
mX
)
. (4.4)
However, in order to avoid large heating of the relic sector due to X decays, the ζ states must
also generally have TeV scale masses. However, if Tgen  Tvis, then the ζ and X can have
GeV masses, as the symmetric component of X will become depleted earlier.
Furthermore, the presence of L-violating operators, such as Majorana neutrino masses,
can generate an effective symmetry-violating Majorana mass for X which is enhanced due
to the non-renormalisable portal operator. In this case care must be taken as this can lead
to fast X-X oscillations which will erase the asymmetry in the genesis sector and ruin the
mechanism. To illustrate this point, we consider the simple example of the dimension five
operator 1MXζlh (where M is the mass of the heavy mediator state which is integrated out),
in the presence of a Majorana neutrino mass MννLνL. As well as a symmetry-preserving
Dirac mass mX for X, there is also a radiatively generated X -violating Majorana mass MX ,
feeding-in from the Majorana neutrino mass, as shown in Fig. 6. The size of the symmetry
violating mass is parametrically
M2X '
1
(16pi2)2
Λ3Mν
M2
' (2× 10−3)2( Λ
106 GeV
)3( Mν
10−11 GeV
)(
104 GeV
M
)2
(4.5)
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where Λ is some UV-cutoff at which the Feynman diagram of Fig. 6 breaks-down. In order for
the exodus mechanism to be successful, it must be that the symmetry violating X-mass be
sufficiently small MX  mX , such that oscillations do not erase theX asymmetry before it is
transferred to the visible sector, and subsequently to the baryons. The effects of DM-antiDM
oscillations in models of asymmetric DM have been studied in [17]. This is not a problem if
Λ and M are comparable and relatively low (. 109 GeV), however GUT scale values can not
be accommodated. This issue can be avoided if lepton number is not violated in generating
the neutrino masses, with the neutrinos instead acquiring small symmetry preserving Dirac
masses, see for e.g. [18]. Thus, while L-violating models are possible, they are typically more
constrained and less appealing than the B-violating scenario.
4.3 Asymmetric dark matter via exodus
By changing the X charges of the states involved in the trisector interaction both symmetric
and asymmetric DM can result from the exodus mechanism. The operators studied thus far
have had the property that they violate B or L by 1 unit. If we suppose that the state X
carries X = Q then to conserve B −L+X it follows that ζ must carry X = Q− 1. In this
case the states ζ inherit the asymmetry of the genesis sector identically to the baryons. It is
understood that ζ must be a Dirac fermion or complex scalar in order to carry X number.
Both the baryon-violating and lepton-violating scenarios discussed above can be recast in
terms of asymmetric DM in this manner. For example, suppose that the DM relic state ζ
is a complex scalar (or Dirac fermion) with X = 1, and the state X carries X = 2, if the
connector operator is Xζucdcdc, which violates B by 1 unit, then the decays of X generate a
population of ζ particles, whilst the number density of ζ remains zero. As in asymmetric DM
models [3], the final DM relic density is composed of only ζ states, with no abundance of ζ.
5 Concluding remarks
We have outlined a new framework for explaining the observed relation ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB. The
exodus scenario assumes that the number density of the DM state is initially near-zero and
is only generated due to decays from a second hidden sector possessing a particle-antiparticle
asymmetry. This produces DM and generates a B − L asymmetry, resulting finally in the
observed baryon asymmetry. In contrast to models of asymmetric DM, the DM can be a real
scalar or Majorana fermion, thus presenting distinct phenomenology.3 In particular, models
of asymmetric DM can not typically have annihilation signals, however, if the exodus DM
state ζ is a real scalar or Majorana fermion DM annihilations can occur, and thus potentially
produce observable indirect detection signals with annihilation profiles.
Furthermore, in models of asymmetric DM the symmetric component of the DM must
annihilate in order for the asymmetry to set the relic density and this leads to strong con-
straints. These limits rule out a large class of models if the symmetric component annihilates
3Although, see [19] for an alternative proposal for obtaining Majorana DM in an asymmetric DM setting.
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directly to the visible sector [20] and there are also constraints on annihilations to light hidden
sector states from DM self-interactions [21]. In contradistinction, the genesis sector states X
of exodus models, which possess a particle-antiparticle asymmetry, can have large annihila-
tion cross sections to the visible sector or to light hidden sector states whilst avoiding these
bounds, since the DM relic density is not composed of the X states, but rather the relic
sector states ζ (which do not necessarily carry an asymmetry). One potential observable of
annihilations to light hidden sector states is that this could increase the effective number of
neutrino species, similar to as studied in [22].
Further, in the supersymmetric setting we argued that if the reheat temperature is lower
than the mass of the LSP then the Rp odd states can play the role of the relic sector and a
bino LSP provides a good candidate for DM in the exodus framework. This is particularly
interesting since the correct DM relic density can not generally be obtained for a bino LSP
via conventional freeze-out as its annihilation cross section is too small. This new framework
opens many new possibilities for DM model building and begins to explore the prospect of
multiple sector DM phenomenology.
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A Boltzmann equations for exodus
The change in theX asymmetry nX ≡ nX−nX can be described by the Boltzmann equations
(see e.g. [12]). To first order in the small trisector coupling λ, assuming two-body X decays
to DM states ζ and baryons b, this can be expressed as
n˙X + 3HnX =
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[|M |2bζ→Xfbfζ − |M |2X→bζfX]
−
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[
|M |2
bζ→Xfbfζ − |M |2X→bζfX
]
(A.1)
where we have neglecting statistical factors. Note, dΠi =
d3pi
(2pi)32Ei
and the phase space
distribution function fi is related to the number density by
ni =
gi
(2pi)3
∫
d3pfi , (A.2)
where gi is the number of internal spin degrees of freedom. For a state in thermal equilibrium
at temperature T the phase space distribution function is of the form
fi ' exp
(
−Ei
T
± µi
T
)
, (A.3)
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where µi is the chemical potential which describes unbalances between particle-antiparticle
number densities due to asymmetries: ηi ≡ (ni − ni)/S ∝ µi/T . This term takes opposite
signs for particles and antiparticles and is absent in the case of self-adjoint fields.
Immediately prior to X decays the number density of relic DM is negligible nζ,ζ ≈ 0
and it follows fζ ≈ fζ ≈ 0. Moreover, as the processes do not feature large CP violation, X
and X processes can be treated equally, hence |M |2bζ→X = |M |2bζ→X and by CPT invariance
|M |2bζ→X = |M |2X→bζ . Thus eq. (A.1) reduces to
n˙X + 3HnX '
∫
dΠX2mXΓX
(
fX − fX
)
, (A.4)
where we have identified the decay width ΓX =
1
2mX
∫
ΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX−pb−pζ)|M |2X→bζ .
Converting the integration variable from momentum to energy (following [11]) we obtain
n˙X + 3HnX '
∫ ∞
mX
dEX
2pi2
mXΓX
√
E2X −m2Xe−EX/T
(
eµX/T − e−µX/T
)
' m
2
XΓXT
2pi2
K1
(mX
T
)(
eµX/T − e−µX/T
)
,
(A.5)
where Ki a the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Re-expressing this in terms of
∆X , and using the asymptotic form of the Bessel function K1(x) ∼
√
piT
2mX
exp
(−mX−µT )
gives
∆˙X ' ΓX
S
(
mXT
2pi
)3/2 (
e−(mX+µX)/T − e−(mX−µX)/T
)
' −ΓX∆X , (A.6)
where we collected terms into the number densities, as stated in eq. (2.1). It follows that∫
d∆X
∆X
' −
∫
dt ΓX ' ΓX
∫
dT
1
HT
, (A.7)
and integrating between early time and late time, at temperature T , yields
log
(
∆
(init)
X
∆X (T )
)
' − ΓX
2
MPl
1.66
√
gρ∗
(
1
T 2UV
− 1
T 2
)
. (A.8)
where ∆
(init)
X is the initial X asymmetry and ∆X (T ) is the asymmetry at temperature T .
The quantity T 2UV is the temperature at which the primordialX asymmetry is generated and
which in certain cases may be taken to be the reheat temperature.
For the asymmetry to be transferred we require that ∆X (T ) ∆initX , thus
∆X (T ) ∼ ∆initX × 10−9 exp
[
2
(
1−
(
GeV
T
)2( ΓX
10−18 GeV
)(
10√
gρ∗
))]
. (A.9)
For instance, for the asymmetry to be transferred via X decays prior to T ∼ GeV (assuming
that the visible and hidden sectors maintain comparable temperatures) the width must be
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Γ ∼ 10−18 GeV and, hence, the lifetime of X is τ ∼ 10−6 s. Conversely, to ensure that the
asymmetry is transferred before BBN at T ∼MeV one requires Γ ∼ 10−24 GeV, hence τ ∼ 1 s,
as expected. In the case that the temperatures between the sectors undergo different thermal
evolutions then R ≡ Tvis/Tgen 6= 1 and the above equation will depend on this quantity
∆X (T ) ∼ ∆initX × 10−9 exp
[
2
(
1−
(
GeV
Tvis
)2( R
100
)2( ΓX
10−22 GeV
)(
10√
gρ∗
))]
.
(A.10)
Further, by conservation of the combination of quantum number B−L+X it follows that
∆X ∝ −∆B ∝ −∆ζ . Moreover, for two body X decays or in the case that ζ does not carry
a conserved charge (e.g. for self-adjoint ζ) then ∆X = −∆B, which is clear from analysis of
the corresponding Boltzmann equation
n˙B + 3HnB =
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[|M |2X→bζfX − |M |2bζ→Xfbfζ]
−
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[
|M |2
X→bζfX − |M |2bζ→Xfbfζ
]
.
(A.11)
Then, similarly to previously, as fζ ≈ fζ ≈ 0 this reduces to
∆˙B ' 1
S
∫
dΠX2mXΓX
(
fX − fX
) ' −∆˙X , (A.12)
where the final equality can be seen by comparison to eq. (A.4). A similar argument can be
made for the X asymmetry inherited by the ζ states in the case that they carry X number.
On the other hand, in the case that the relic DM ζ is self-adjoint then the Boltzmann equation
which describes their evolution is
n˙ζ + 3Hnζ =
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[|M |2X→bζfX − |M |2bζ→Xfbfζ]
+
∫
dΠXdΠbdΠζ(2pi)
4δ(4)(pX − pb − pζ)
[
|M |2
X→bζfX − |M |2bζ→Xfbfζ
]
.
(A.13)
Thus, following analogous steps to (A.4)-(A.6), this implies
Y˙ζ ' ΓX
(
nX + nX
S
)
' ΓX∆X ' −∆˙X , (A.14)
where in the intermediate step we have written nX+nX = S∆X +2nX and used that nX ≈ 0.
These results conform with our expectations, as expressed in the main body of the paper and
as depicted in Fig. 2. Note that washout effects enter only at order λ2 and higher in the
feeble trisector coupling and thus can be neglected.
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